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ALEXANDER DUGIN ON EURASIANISM, THE
GEOPOLITICS OF LAND AND SEA, AND A
RUSSIAN THEORY OF MULTIPOLARITY

IR has long been regarded as an Anglo-American social
science. Recently, the discipline has started to look beyond
America and England, to China (Theory Talk #51,Theory
Talk #45), India (Theory Talk #63, Theory Talk#42), Africa
(Theory Talk #57, Theory Talk #10) and elsewhere for nonWestern perspectives on international affairs and IR theory.
However, IR theorists have paid little attention to Russian
perspectives on the discipline and practice of international
relations. We offer an exciting peek into Russian geopolitical
theory through an interview with the controversial Russian
geopolitical thinker Alexander Dugin, founder of
theInternational Eurasian Movement and allegedly an important influence on Putin’s
foreign policy. In this Talk, Dugin—among others—discusses his Theory of a Multipolar
World, offers a staunch critique of western and liberal IR, and lays out Russia’s unique
contribution to the landscape of IR theory.

What, according to you, is the central challenge or principle debate within IR and what
would be your position within this debate or towards that challenge?
The field of IR is extremely interesting and multidimensional. In general, the discipline is much
more promising than many think. I think that there is a stereometry today in IR, in which we can
distinguish a few axes right away.
The first, most traditional axis is realism – the English school – liberalism.
If the debates here are exhausted on an academic level, then on the level of politicians, the media,
and journalists, all the arguments and methods appear new and unprecedented each time. Today,
liberalism in IR dominates mass consciousness, and realist arguments, already partially forgotten
on the level of mass discourse, could seem rather novel. On the other hand, the nuanced English
school, researched thoroughly in academic circles, might look like a “revelation” to the general
public. But for this to happen, a broad illumination of the symmetry between liberals and realists
is needed for the English school to acquire significance and disclose its full potential. This is
impossible under the radical domination of liberalism in IR. For that reason, I predict a new wave
of realists and neorealists in this sphere, who, being pretty much forgotten and almost
marginalized, can full well make themselves and their agenda known. This would, it seems to me,
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produce a vitalizing effect and diversify the palette of mass and social debates, which are today
becoming monotone and auto-referential.
The second axis is bourgeois versions of IR (realism, the English school, and liberalism all
together) vs. Marxism in IR. In popular and even academic discourse, this theme is entirely
discarded, although the popularity of Wallerstein (Theory Talk #13) and other versions of worldsystems theory shows a degree of interest in this critical version of classical, positivistic IR
theories.
The third axis is post-positivism in all its varieties vs. positivism in all its varieties (including
Marxism). IR scholars might have gotten the impression that postmodern attacks came to an end,
having been successfully repelled by ‘critical realism’, but in my opinion it is not at all so. From
moderate constructivism and normativism to extreme post-structuralism, post-positivistic
theories carry a colossal deconstructive and correspondingly scientific potential, which has not
yet even begun to be understood. It seemed to some that postmodernism is a cheerful game. It
isn’t. It is a new post-ontology, and it fundamentally affects the entire epistemological structure
of IR. In my opinion, this axis remains very important and fundamental.
The fourth axis is the challenge of the sociology of international relations, which we can call
‘Hobson’s challenge’. In my opinion, in his critique of euro-centrism in IR, John M. Hobson laid
the foundation for an entirely new approach to the whole problematic by proposing to consider
the structural significance of the “euro-centric” factor as dominant and clarifying its racist
element. Once we make euro-centrism a variable and move away from the universalistic racism
of the West, on which all systems of IR are built, including the majority of post-positivistic
systems (after all, postmodernity is an exclusively Western phenomenon!), we get, theoretically
for now, an entirely different discipline—and not just one, it seems. If we take into account
differences among cultures, there can be as many systems of IR as there are cultures. I consider
this axis extremely important.
The fifth axis, outlined in less detail than the previous one, is the Theory of a Multipolar World
vs. everything else. The Theory of a Multipolar World was developed in Russia, a country that no
one ever took seriously during the entire establishment of IR as a discipline—hence the fully
explainable skepticism toward the Theory of a Multipolar World.
The sixth axis is IR vs. geopolitics. Geopolitics is usually regarded as secondary in the context of
IR. But gradually, the epistemological potential of geopolitics is becoming more and more
obvious, despite or perhaps partially because of the criticism against it. We have only to ask
ourselves about the structure of any geopolitical concept to discover the huge potential contained
in its methodology, which takes us to the very complex and semantically saturated theme of the
philosophy and ontology of space.
If we now superimpose these axes onto one another, we get an extremely complex and highly
interesting theoretical field. At the same time, only one axis, the first one, is considered normative
among the public, and that with the almost total and uni-dimensional dominance of IR liberalism.
All the wealth, ‘scientific democracy’, and gnoseological pluralism of the other axes are
inaccessible to the broad public, robbing and partly deceiving it. I call this domination of
liberalism among the public the ‘third totalitarianism’, but that is a separate issue.

How did you arrive at where you currently are in your thinking about IR?
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I began with Eurasianism, from which I came to geopolitics (the Eurasianist Petr Savitskii quoted
the British geopolitician Halford Mackinder) and remained for a long time in that framework,
developing the theme of the dualism of Land and Sea and applying it to the actual situation That
is how the Eurasian school of geopolitics arose, which became not simply the dominant, but the
only school in contemporary Russia. As a professor at Moscow State University, for six years I
was head of the department of the Sociology of International Relations, which forced me to
become professionally familiar with the classical theories of IR, the main authors, approaches,
and schools. Because I have long been interested in postmodernism in philosophy (I wrote the
book Post-philosophy on the subject), I paid special attention to post-positivism in IR. That is how I
came to IR critical theory, neo-Gramscianism, and the sociology of IR (John Hobson, Steve
Hobden, etc.). I came to the Theory of a Multipolar World, which I eventually developed myself,
precisely through superimposing geopolitical dualism, Carl Schmitt’s theory of the Grossraum, and
John Hobson’s critique of Western racism and the euro-centrism of IR.

In your opinion, what would a student need in order to become a specialist in IR?
In our interdisciplinary time, I think that what is most important is familiarity with philosophy
and sociology, led by a paradigmatic method: the analysis of the types of societies, cultures, and
structures of thought along the line Pre-Modernity – Modernity – Post-Modernity. If one learns
to trace semantic shifts in these three epistemological and ontological domains, it will help one to
become familiar with any popular theories of IR today. Barry Buzan’s (Theory Talk #35) theory of
international systems is an example of such a generalizing and very useful schematization. Today
an IR specialist must certainly be familiar with deconstruction and use it at least in its elementary
form. Otherwise, there is a great danger of overlooking what is most important.
Another very important competence is history and political science. Political science provides
generalizing, simplifying material, and history puts schemas in their context. I would only put
competence in the domain of economics and political economy in third place, although today no
problem in IR can be considered without reference to the economic significance of processes and
interactions. Finally, I would earnestly recommend to students of IR to become familiar, as a
priority, with geopolitics and its methods. These methods are much simpler than theories of IR,
but their significance is much deeper. At first, geopolitical simplifications produce an
instantaneous effect: complex and entangled processes of world politics are rendered transparent
and comprehensible in the blink of an eye. But to sort out how this effect is achieved, a long and
serious study of geopolitics is required, exceeding by far the superficiality that limits critical
geopolitics (Ó Tuathail et. al.): they stand at the beginning of the decipherment of geopolitics and
its full-fledged deconstruction, but they regard themselves as its champions. They do so
prematurely.

What does it entail to think of global power relations through a spatial lens (‘Myslit
prostranstvom’)?
This is the most important thing. The entire philosophical theme of Modernity is built on the
dominance of time. Kant already puts time on the side of the subject (and space on the side of
the body, continuing the ideas of Descartes and even Plato), while Husserl and Heidegger
identify the subject with time altogether. Modernity thinks with time, with becoming. But since
the past and future are rejected as ontological entities, thought of time is transformed into
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thought of the instant, of that which is here and now. This is the basis for the ephemeral
understanding of being. To think spatially means to locate Being outside the present, to arrange it
in space, to give space an ontological status. Whatever was impressed in space is preserved in it.
Whatever will ripen in space is already contained in it. This is the basis for the political geography
of Friedrich Ratzel and subsequent geopoliticians. Wagner’s Parsifalends with the words of
Gurnemanz: ‘now time has become space’. This is a proclamation of the triumph of geopolitics.
To think spatially means to think in an entirely different way [topika]. I think that postmodernity
has already partly arrived at this perspective, but has stopped at the threshold, whereas to cross
the line it is necessary to break radically with the entire axiomatic of Modernity, to really step
over Modernity, and not to imitate this passage while remaining in Modernity and its tempolatry.
Russian people are spaces [Russkie lyudi prostranstva], which is why we have so much of it. The
secret of Russian identity is concealed in space. To think spatially means to think ‘Russian-ly’, in
Russian.

Geopolitics is argued to be very popular in Russia nowadays. Is geopolitics a new thing,
from the post-Cold War period, or not? And if not, how does current geopolitical thinking
differ from earlier Soviet (or even pre-soviet) geopolitics?
It is an entirely new form of political thought. I introduced geopolitics to Russia at the end of the
80s, and since then it has become extremely popular. I tried to find some traces of geopolitics in
Russian history, but besides Vandam, Semyonov-Tyan-Shansky, and a few short articles by
Savitskii, there was nothing. In the USSR, any allusion to geopolitics was punished in the harshest
way (see the ‘affair of the geopoliticians’ of the economic geographer Vladimir Eduardovich
Den and his group). At the start of the 90s, my efforts and the efforts of my followers and
associates in geopolitics (=Eurasianism) filled the worldview vacuum that formed after the end of
Soviet ideology. At first, this was adopted without reserve by the military (The Military Academy
of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Russia), especially under Igor Rodionov. Then,
geopolitics began to penetrate into all social strata. Today, this discipline is taught in the majority
of Russian universities. So, there was no Soviet or pre-Soviet geopolitics. There is only the
contemporary Eurasian school, which took shape at the end of the 80s.Foundations of
Geopolitics was the first programmatic text of this school, although I had published most of texts
in that book earlier, and some of them were circulated as texts in government circles. Recently, in
2012, I released two new textbooks: Geopolitics and The Geopolitics of Russia, which together
with The War of Continents are the results of work in this field, along four axes.

In your book International Relations, not yet published in English, you set out your
Theory of a Multipolar World as a distinct IR theory. What are the basic components of
the Theory of a Multipolar World—and how is it different from classical realism?
In order to be understood and not get into the details, I can say that the Theory of a Multipolar
World seriously and axiomatically adopts Samuel Huntington’s thesis about the plurality of
civilizations. Russia has its own author, who claimed the same thing more than a hundred years
ago: Nikolay Danilevsky, and then the Eurasianists. However, everything starts from precisely
this point: civilization is not one, but many. Western civilization’s pretension to universalism is a
form of the will to domination and an authoritarian discourse. It can be taken into account but
not believed. It is nothing other than a strategy of suppression and hegemony. The following
point follows: we must move from thinking in terms of one civilization (the racism of eurocentric versions of IR) to a pluralism of subjects. However, unlike realists, who take as the
5
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subject of their theory nation-states, which are themselves products of the European, bourgeois,
modern understanding of the Political, the Theory of a Multipolar World proposes to take
civilizations as subjects. Not states, but civilizations. I call them ‘large politeiai’, or civilizations,
corresponding to Carl Schmitt’s ‘large spaces’. As soon as we take these civilizations—‘large
politeiai’—as subjects, we can then apply to them the full system of premises of realism: anarchy
in the international system, sovereignty, the rationality of egoistic behavior, etc. But within these
‘politeiai’, by contrast, a principle more resembling liberalism, with its pacifism and integration,
operates, only with the difference that here we are not talking about a ‘planetary’ or ‘global’
world, but about an intra-civilizational one; not about global integration, but about regional
integration, strictly within the context of civilizational borders. Post-positivism, in turn, helps
here for the deconstruction of the authoritarian discourse of the West, which masks its private
interests by ‘universal values’, and also for the reconstruction of civilizational identity, including
with the help of technological means: civilizational elites, civilizational media, civilizational
economic algorithms and corporations, etc. That is the general picture.

Your theory of multipolarity is directed against the intellectual, political, and social
hegemony of the West. At the same time, while drawing on the tools of neo-Marxist
analysis and critical theory, it does not oppose Western hegemony ‘from the left’, as those
approaches do, but on the basis of traditionalism (Rene Guenon, Julius Evola), cultural
anthropology, and Heideggerian phenomenology, or ‘from the right’. Do you think that
such an approach can appeal to Anglo-American IR practitioners, or is it designed to
appeal mainly to non-Western theorists and practitioners? In short, what can IR theorists
in the West learn from the theory of multipolarity?
According to Hobson’s entirely correct analysis, the West is based on a fundamental sort of
racism. There is no difference between Lewis Morgan’s evolutionistic racism (with his model of
savagery, barbarism, civilization) and Hitler’s biological racism. Today the same racism is asserted
without a link to race, but on the basis of the technological modes and degrees of modernization
and progress of societies (as always, the criterion “like in the West” is the general measure).
Western man is a complete racist down to his bones, generalizing his ethnocentrism to
megalomaniacal proportions. Something tells me that he is impossible to change. Even radical
critiques of Western hegemony are themselves deeply infected by the racist virus of universalism,
as Edward Said showed with the example of ‘orientalism’, proving that the anticolonial struggle is
a form of that very colonialism and euro-centrism. So the Theory of a Multipolar World will
hardly find adherents in the Western world, unless perhaps among those scholars who are
seriously able to carry out a deconstruction of Western identity, and such deconstruction assumes
the rejection of both Right (nationalistic) and Left (universalistic and progressivist) clichés. The
racism of the West always acquires diverse forms. Today its main form is liberalism, and antiliberal theories (most on the Left) are plagued by the same universalism, while Right antiliberalisms have been discredited. That is why I appeal not to the first political theory (liberalism),
nor the second (communism, socialism), nor to the third (fascism, Nazism), but to something I
call the Fourth Political Theory (or 4PT), based on a radical deconstruction of the subject of
Modernity and the application of Martin Heidegger’s existential analytic method.
Traditionalists are brought in for the profound critique of Western Modernity, for establishing
the plurality of civilizations, and for rehabilitating non-Western (pre-modern) cultures. In Russia
and Asian countries, the Theory of a Multipolar World is grasped easily and naturally; in the
West, it encounters a fully understandable and fully expected hostility, an unwillingness to study it
carefully, and coarse slander. But there are always exceptions.
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What is the Fourth Political Theory (4PT) and how is it related to the Theory of a
Multipolar World and to your criticism of the prevailing theoretical approaches in the
field of IR?
I spoke a little about this in the response to the previous question. The Fourth Political Theory is
important for getting away from the strict dominance of modernity in the sphere of the Political,
for the relativization of the West and its re-regionalization. The West measures the entire history
of Modernity in terms of the struggle of three political ideologies for supremacy (liberalism,
socialism, and nationalism). But since the West does not even for a moment call into question the
fact that it thinks for all humanity, it evaluates other cultures and civilizations in the same way,
without considering that in the best case the parallels to these three ideologies are pure simulacra,
while most often there simply are no parallels. If liberalism won the competition of the three
ideologies in the West at the end of the 20thcentury, that does not yet mean that this ideology is
really universal on a world scale. It isn’t at all. This episode of the Western political history of
modernity may be the fate of the West, but not the fate of the world. So other principles of the
political are needed, beyond liberalism, which claims global domination (=the third
totalitarianism), and its failed alternatives (communism and fascism), which are historically just as
Western and modern as liberalism. This explains the necessity of introducing a Fourth Political
Theory as a political frame for the correct basis of a Theory of a Multipolar World. The Fourth
Political Theory is the direct and necessary correlate of the Theory of a Multipolar World in the
domain of political theory.

Is IR an American social science? Is Russian IR as an academic field a reproduction of
IR as an American academic field? If not, how is IR in Russia specifically Russian?
IR is a Western scientific discipline, and as such it has a prescriptive, normative vector. It not
only studies the West’s dominance, it also produces, secures, defends, and propagandizes it. IR is
undoubtedly an imperious authoritarian discourse of Western civilization, in relation to itself and
all other areas of the planet. Today the US is the core of the West, so naturally in the 20th century
IR became more and more American as the US moved toward that status (it began as an English
science). It is the same with geopolitics, which migrated from London to Washington and New
York together with the function of a global naval Empire. As with all other sciences, IR is a form
of imperious violence, embodying the will to power in the will to knowledge (as Michel
Foucault explained). IR in Russia remains purely Western, with one detail: in the USSR, IR as
such was not studied. Marxism in IR did not correspond to Soviet reality, where after Stalin a
practical form of realism (not grounded theoretically and never acknowledged) played a big
role—only external observers, like the classical realist E.H. Carr, understood the realist essence of
Stalinism in IR. So IR was altogether blocked. The first textbooks started to appear only in the
90s and in the fashion of the day they were all liberal. That is how it has remained until now. The
peculiarity of IR in Russia today lies in the fact that there is no longer anything Russian there;
liberalism dominates entirely, a correct account of realism is lacking, and post-positivism is
almost entirely disregarded. The result is a truncated, aggressively liberal and extremely antiquated
version of IR as a discipline. I try to fight that. I recently released an IR textbook with balanced (I
hope) proportions, but it is too early to judge the result.
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Stephen Walt argued in a September article in Foreign Policy that Russia ‘is nowhere
near as threatening as the old Soviet Union’, in part because Russia ‘no longer boasts an
ideology that can rally supporters worldwide’. Do you agree with Walt’s assessment?
There is something to that. Today, Russia thinks of itself as a nation-state. Putin is a realist;
nothing more. Walt is right about that. But the Theory of a Multipolar World and the Fourth
Political Theory, as well as Eurasianism, are outlines of a much broader and large-scale ideology,
directed against Western hegemony and challenging liberalism, globalization, and American
strategic dominance. Of course, Russia as a nation-state is no competition for the West. But as
the bridgehead of the Theory of a Multipolar World and the Fourth Political Theory, it changes
its significance. Russian policies in the post-Soviet space and Russia’s courage in forming nonWestern alliances are indicators. For now, Putin is testing this conceptual potential very gingerly.
But the toughening of relations with the West and most likely the internal crises of globalization
will at some point force a more careful and serious turn toward the creation of global alternative
alliances. Nevertheless, we already observe such unions: TheShanghai Cooperation
Organization, BRICS, the Eurasian Union—and they require a new ideology. Not one like
Marxism, any universalism is excluded, but also not simple realist maneuvers of regional
hegemons. Liberalism is a global challenge. The response to it should also be global. Does Putin
understand this? Honestly, I don’t know. Sometimes it seems he does, and sometimes it seems he
doesn’t.

Vladimir Putin recently characterized the contemporary world order as follows: ‘We have
entered a period of differing interpretations and deliberate silences in world politics.
International law has been forced to retreat over and over by the onslaught of legal
nihilism. Objectivity and justice have been sacrificed on the altar of political expediency.
Arbitrary interpretations and biased assessments have replaced legal norms. At the same
time, total control of the global mass media has made it possible when desired to portray
white as black and black as white’. Do you agree with this assessment? If so, what is
required as a response to this international situation?
These are true, but rather naïve words. Putin is just indignant that the West establishes rules in its
own interests, changes them when necessary, and interprets allegedly ‘universal norms’ in its own
favor. But the issue is that this is the structure of the will to power and the very organization of
logo-phallo-phono-centric discourse. Objectivity and justice are not possible so long as speech is
a monologue. The West does not know and does not recognize the other. But this means that
everything will continue until this other wins back the right to recognition. And that is a long
road. The point of the Theory of a Multipolar World is that there are no rules established by
some one player. Rules must be established by centers of real power. The state today is too small
for that; hence the conclusion that civilizations should be these centers. Let there be an Atlantic
objectivity and Western justice. A Eurasian objectivity and Russian justice will counter them. And
the Chinese world or Pax Sinica [world/peace: same word in Russian] will look different than the
Islamic one. Black and white are not objective evaluations. They depend on the structure of the
world order: what is black and what is white is determined by one who has enough power to
determine it.

How does your approach help us understand Russia’s actions on the world stage better
than other IR approaches do? What are IR analyses of Russia missing that do not operate
with the conceptual apparatus of multipolarity?
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Interesting question. Russia’s behavior internationally is determined today by the following
factors:
First, historical inertia, accumulating the power of precedents (the Theory of a Multipolar World
thinks that the past exists as a structure; consequently, this factor is taken into account from
many sides and in detail, while the ‘tempocentrism’ (Steve Hobden, John Hobson) of classical IR
theories drops this from sight. We have to pay attention to this especially taking into
consideration the fact that Russia is in many ways still a traditional society and belongs to the
‘imperial system’ of IR.) There are, besides, Soviet inertia and stable motives (‘Stalinism in IR’);
Second, the projective logic of opposition to the West, stemming from the most practical,
pragmatic, and realist motivations (in the spirit of Caesarism, analyzed by neo-Gramscians) will
necessarily lead Russia (even despite the will of its leaders) to a systemic confrontation with
American hegemony and globalization, and then the Theory of a Multipolar World will really be
needed (classical IR models, paying no attention to the Theory of a Multipolar World, drop from
sight the possible future; i.e., they rob themselves of predictive potential because of purely
ideological prejudices and self-imposed fears).
But if an opponent underestimates you, you have more chances to land an unexpected blow. So I
am not too disturbed by the underestimation of the Theory of a Multipolar World among IR
theorists.

In the western world, the divide between academia and policy is often either lamented
(‘ivory tower’) or, in light of the ideal of academic independence, deemed absent. This
concerns a broader debate regarding the relations between power, knowledge and
geopolitics. How are academic-policy relations in Russia with regards to IR and is this
the ideal picture according to you?
I think that in our case both positions have been taken to their extreme. On one hand, today’s
authorities in Russia do not pay the slightest attention to scholars, dispatching them to an airless
and sterile space. On the other hand, Soviet habits became the basis for servility and conformism,
preserved in a situation when the authorities for the first time demand nothing from intellectuals,
except for one thing: that they not meddle in socio-political processes. So the situation with
science is both comical and sorrowful. Conformist scholars follow the authorities, but the
authorities don’t need this, since they do not so much go anywhere in particular as react to facts
that carry themselves out.

If your IR theory isn’t based on politically and philosophically liberal principles, and if it
criticizes those principles not from the left but from the right, using the language of large
spaces or Grossraum, is it a fascist theory of international relations? Are scholars who
characterize your thought as ‘neo-fascism’, like Andreas Umland and Anton
Shekhovstov, partially correct? If not, why is that characterization misleading?
Accusations of fascism are simply a figure of speech in the coarse political propaganda peculiar to
contemporary liberalism as the third totalitarianism. Karl Popper laid the basis for this in his
book The Open Society and its Enemies, where he reduced the critique of liberalism from the right to
fascism, Hitler, and Auschwitz, and the criticism of liberalism from the left to Stalin and the
9
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GULAG. The reality is somewhat more complex, but George Soros, who finances Umland and
Shekhovstov and is an ardent follower of Popper, is content with reduced versions of politics. If
I were a fascist, I would say so. But I am a representative of Eurasianism and the author of the
Fourth Political Theory. At the same time, I am a consistent and radical anti-racist and opponent
of the nation-state project (i.e. an anti-nationalist). Eurasianism has no relation to fascism. And
the Fourth Political Theory emphasizes that while it is anti-liberal, it is simultaneously anticommunist and anti-fascist. I think it isn’t possible to be clearer, but the propaganda army of the
‘third totalitarianism’ disagrees and no arguments will convince it. 1984 should be sought today
not where many think: not in the USSR, not in the Third Reich, but in the Soros Fund and the
‘Brave New World’. Incidentally, Huxley proved to be more correct than Orwell. I cannot forbid
others from calling me a fascist, although I am not one, though ultimately this reflects badly not
so much on me as on the accusers themselves: fighting an imaginary threat, the accuser misses a
real one. The more stupid, mendacious, and straightforward a liberal is, the simpler it is to fight
with him.

Does technological change in warfare and in civil government challenge the geopolitical
premises of classical divisions between spaces (Mackinder’s view or Spykman’s)
heartland-rimland-offshore continents)? And, more broadly perhaps, does history have a
linear or a cyclical pattern, according to you?
Technological development does not at all abolish the principles of classical geopolitics, simply
because Land and Sea are not substances, but concepts. Land is a centripetal model of order,
with a clearly expressed and constant axis. Sea is a field, without a hard center, of processuality,
atomism, and the possibility of numerous bifurcations. In a certain sense, air (and hence also
aviation) is aeronautics. And even the word astronaut contains in itself the root ‘nautos’, from the
Greek word for ship. Water, air, outer space—these are all versions of increasingly diffused Sea.
Land in this situation remains unchanged. Sea strategy is diversified; land strategy remains on the
whole constant. It is possible that this is the reason for the victory of Land over Sea in the last
decade; after all, capitalism and technical progress are typical attributes of Sea. But taking into
consideration the fundamental character of the balance between Leviathan and Behemoth, the
proportions can switch at any moment; the soaring Titan can be thrown down into the abyss, like
Atlantis, while the reason for the victory ofthalassocracy becomes the source of its downfall.
Land remains unchanged as the geographic axis of history. There is Land and Sea even on the
internet and in the virtual world: they are axes and algorithms of thematization, association and
separation, groupings of resources and protocols. The Chinese internet is terrestrial; the Western
one, nautical.

You have translated a great number of foreign philosophical and geopolitical works into
Russian. How important is knowledge transaction for the formation of your ideas?
I recently completed the first release of my book Noomachy, which is entirely devoted precisely to
the Logoi of various civilizations, and hence to the circulation of ideas. I am convinced that each
civilization has its own particular Logos. To grasp it and to find parallels, analogies, and
dissonances in one’s own Logos is utterly fascinating and interesting. That is why I am sincerely
interested in the most varied cultures, from North American to Australian, Arabic to Latin
American, Polynesian to Scandinavian. All the Logoi are different and it is not possible to
establish a hierarchy among them. So it remains for us only to become familiar with them. Henry
Corbin, the French philosopher and Protestant who studied Iranian Shiism his entire life, said of
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himself ‘We are Shiites’. He wasn’t a Shiite in the religious sense, but without feeling himself a
Shiite, he would not be able to penetrate into the depths of the Iranian Logos. That is how I felt,
working on Noomachy or translating philosophical texts or poetry from other languages: in
particular, while learning Pierce and James, Emerson and Thoreau, Poe and Pound I experienced
myself as ‘we are Americans’. And in the volume devoted to China and Japan, as ‘we are
Buddhists’. That is the greatest wealth of the Logos of various cultures: both those like ours and
those entirely unlike ours. And these Logoi are at war; hence, Noomachy, the war of the intellect. It
is not linear and not primitive. It is a great war. It creates that which we call the ‘human’, the
entire depth and complexity of which we most often underestimate.

Final question. You call yourself the ‘last philosopher of empire’. What is Eurasanism
and how does it relate to the global pivot of power distributions?
Eurasianism is a developed worldview, to which I dedicated a few books and a countless number
of articles and interviews. In principle, it lies at the basis of the Theory of a Multipolar World and
the Fourth Political Theory, combined with geopolitics, and it resonates with Traditionalism.
Eurasianism’s main thought is plural anthropology, the rejection of universalism. The meaning of
Empire for me is that there exists not one Empire, but at minimum two, and even more. In the
same way, civilization is never singular; there is always some other civilization that determines its
borders. Schmitt called this the Pluriverse and considered it the main characteristic of the
Political. The Eurasian Empire is the political and strategic unification of Turan, a geographic
axis of history in opposition to the civilization of the Sea or the Atlanticist Empire. Today, the
USA is this Atlanticist Empire. Kenneth Waltz, in the context of neorealism in IR,
conceptualized the balance of two poles. The analysis is very accurate, although he erred about
the stability of a bipolar world and the duration of the USSR. But on the whole he is right: there
is a global balance of Empires in the world, not nation-States, the majority of which cannot claim
sovereignty, which remains nominal (Stephen Krasner’s (Theory Talk #21) ‘global hypocrisy’). For
precisely that reason, I am a philosopher of Empire, as is almost every American intellectual,
whether he knows it or not. The difference is only that he thinks of himself as a philosopher of
the only Empire, while I think of myself as the philosopher of one of the Empires, the Eurasian
one. I am more humble and more democratic. That is the whole difference.

Alexander Dugin is a Russian philosopher, the author of over thirty books on topics
including the sociology of the imagination, structural sociology, ethnosociology,
geopolitical theory, international relations theory, and political theory, including four
books on the German philosopher Martin Heidegger. His most recent books, only
available in Russian at the moment, are Ukraine: My War and the multivolume Noomachia: Wars of the Intellect. Books translated into English include The
Fourth Political Theory, Putin vs. Putin: Vladimir Putin Viewed From the Right,
and Martin Heidegger: The Philosophy of Another Beginning.

Related links

•
•
•

TheFourth Political Theory website (English):
Evrazia.tv (Russian)
Evrazia.tv (English)
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WWW.THEORY-TALKS.ORG

•
•
•

Geopolitics.ru (English version)
InternationalEurasian Movement (English version)
Centerfor Conservative Studies (Russian)
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The Fourth Political Theory
The Fourth Political Theory (Russian: Четвертая политическая теория,
Chetvertaya Politicheskaya Teoriya) is a book by the Russian political scientist and
theorist Aleksandr Dugin, published in 2009. In the book, Dugin states that he is

The Fourth Political
Theory

laying the foundations for an entirely new political ideology, the fourth political
theory, which integrates and supersedes liberal democracy, Marxism, and fascism.[1]
The book has been cited as an inspiration for Russian policy in events such as the
War in Donbass,[2] and for the contemporary Europeanfar-right in general.[3]

See also
Third Position
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Aleksandr Dugin
Aleksandr Gelyevich Dugin(Russian: Алекса́ ндр Ге́ льевич Ду́гин; born 7

Aleksandr Dugin

January 1962) is a Russian philosopher, political analyst, and strategist known
for his fascist views.[5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12]
He has close ties with the Kremlin and the Russian military,[13][14] having
served as an advisor to State Duma speaker Gennadiy Seleznyov[15] and key
member of the ruling United Russia party Sergei Naryshkin.[16] However,
commentators dispute his influence: in the words of journalist Alexander
Nevzorov, "if we had had Sergey Kurginyan and Dugin instead of Putin, there
would have been hell for all of us to pay; they would have unleashed a European
and World War without a shadow of a doubt, without considering consequences
at all."[17] But "Dugin and Kurginyan do not have the slightest impact on what
is going on in the Kremlin and do not even get coaching there".[17] Dugin was
the leading organizer of the National Bolshevik Party, National Bolshevik Front,
and Eurasia Party. He is the author of more than 30 books, among them
Foundations of Geopolitics(1997) and The Fourth Political Theory(2009).
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Moscow, Russian SFSR,
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Early life and education
Dugin was born in Moscow, into the family of a colonel-general in the Soviet military intelligence and candidate of law Geliy
[18] In 1979, he entered the Moscow Aviation Institute,
Alexandrovich Dugin and his wife Galina, a doctor and candidate of medicine.

but did not graduate due to his association with thinking contrary to the ongoing regime, which caused him to be expelled from the
institute.

A self-taught polyglot, he read avidly in his fields of interest, from Middle Age and Renaissance European authors to Oriental
Studies, translating into Russian from English, French, and German, and also the writings of Italian fascist Julius Evola and French
author René Guénon. Religious Traditionalism, Conservatism, Hermeticism and Poetry were topics followed closely by Dugin and a
group of philosophers/thinkers also interested in Traditionalism: Geydar Dzhemal, Evgeniy Golovin, Yuri Mamleev, Vladimir
Stepanov, and Sergey Jigalkin.
He graduated in Economics and Management at Novocherkassk Meliorative State Academy in the Rostov Oblast in 1999, defending
his post-graduate degree in Philosophy at Rostov-on-Don with the dissertation "The Evolution of Paradigmatic Foundations of
Science" in 2000, and the PhD in the Faculty of Sociology at the same University in 2004 with the theme "The Transformation of the
Political Structures and Institutions in the Process of Modernization of the Civil Society". In 1998, Dugin, Geydar Dzhemal, and
Evgeniy Golovin created a study center based on their long time shared interests called the New University project.

Career and political views
Dugin in the 1980s was a dissident[19] and an anti-communist.[20] Dugin worked as a journalist before becoming involved in politics
just before the fall of communism. In 1988 he and his friendGeydar Dzhemal joined the nationalist groupPamyat. He helped to write
the political program for the newly refounded Communist Party of the Russian Federation under the leadership of Gennady
Zyuganov.[13]
In his 1997 article "Fascism – Borderless and Red", Dugin proclaimed the arrival of a "genuine, true, radically revolutionary and
consistent, fascist fascism" in Russia. He believes that it was "by no means the racist and chauvinist aspects of National Socialism
that determined the nature of its ideology. The excesses of this ideology in Germany are a matter exclusively of the Germans ... while
Russian fascism is a combination of natural national conservatism with a passionate desire for true changes."[7] "Waffen-SS and
especially the scientific sector of this organization, Ahnenerbe," was "an intellectual oasis in the framework of the National Socialist
regime", according to him."[7]
Dugin soon began publishing his own journal entitled Elementy, which initially began by praising Franco-Belgian Jean-François
Thiriart, supporter of a Europe "from Dublin to Vladivostok". Consistently glorifying both Tsarist and Stalinist Russia, Elementy also
revealed Dugin's admiration for Julius Evola. Dugin also collaborated with the weekly journal Den (The Day), a bastion of Russian
anti-Cosmopolitanismpreviously directed byAlexander Prokhanov.[13]
Dugin was amongst the earliest members of the National Bolshevik Party (NBP) and convinced Eduard Limonov to enter the
political arena in 1994. A part of hard-line nationalist NBP members, supported by Dugin, split off to form the more right-wing, antiliberal, anti-left, anti-Kasparov aggressive nationalist organization, National Bolshevik Front. After breaking with Limonov, he
became close to Yevgeny Primakov and later to Vladimir Putin's circle.[21]
Dugin claims to be disapproving of liberalism and the West, particularly American hegemony.[22] His assertions show that he likes
Stalin and the Soviet Union: "We are on the side of Stalin and the Soviet Union".[23] He calls himself a conservative and says, "We,
conservatives, want a strong, solid State, want order and healthy family, positive values, the reinforcing of the importance of religion
and the Church in society". He adds, "We want patriotic radio, TV, patriotic experts, patriotic clubs. We want the media that expresses
national interests".[24]

Formation of the Eurasia Movement
The Eurasia Party, later Eurasia Movement, was officially recognized by the Ministry of Justice on 31 May 2001.[13] The Eurasia
Party claims support by some military circles and by leaders of the Orthodox Christian faith in Russia, and the party hopes to play a
key role in attempts to resolve the Chechen problem, with the objective of setting the stage for Dugin's dream of a Russian strategic
alliance with European and Middle Eastern states, primarily Iran. Dugin's ideas, particularly those on "a Turkic-Slavic alliance in the
Eurasian sphere" have recently become popular among certain nationalistic circles in Turkey, most notably among alleged members
of the Ergenekon network, which is the subject of a high-profile trial (on charges of conspiracy). Dugin's Eurasianist ideology has

also been linked to his adherence to the doctrines of the Traditionalist School. (Dugin's Traditionalist beliefs are the subject of a book
length study by J. Heiser, The American Empire Should Be Destroyed—Aleksandr Dugin and the Perils of Immanentized
Eschatology.[25] ) Dugin also advocates for a Russo-Arab alliance.[26]
In principle, Eurasia and our space, the heartland Russia, remain the staging area of a new anti-bourgeois, antiAmerican revolution ... The new Eurasian empire will be constructed on the fundamental principle of the common
enemy: the rejection of Atlanticism, strategic control of the USA, and the refusal to allow liberal values to dominate
us. This common civilizational impulse will be the basis of a political and strategic union.

— The Basics of Geopolitics (1997)
The reborn Russia, according to Dugin's concept, is said by Charles Clover of the Financial Times to be a slightly remade version of
the Soviet Union with echoes ofNineteen Eighty-Four by George Orwell, where Eurasia was one of three continent-sized super states
[19]
including Eastasia and Oceania as the other two and was participating in endless war between them.

In the Eurasian public discourse sphere, the totalitarian communist policy deployed in over three decades of works by various
international groups that are part of the movement, is "a version of reintegration of the post-Soviet space into a "Eurasian" sphere of
influence for Russia".[27] The North-American program "works with a wide range of partners from all sectors of civil society" and "is
[28]
advanced through grant making, advocacy and research, regional initiatives, and close engagement".

He has criticized the "Euro-Atlantic" involvement in the 2004 Ukrainian presidential election as a scheme to create a "cordon
sanitaire" around Russia, much like theFrench and British attemptpost-World War I.
[29]
In 2005, Dugin founded theEurasian Youth Union of Russia as the youth wing of the International Eurasia Movement.

Ukraine gave Dugin a five-year entry ban, starting in June 2006,[30] and Kiev declared him a persona non grata in 2007.[31] His
Eurasian Youth Union was banned in Ukraine.[30] In 2007, the Security Service of Ukraine identified persons of the Eurasian Youth
Union who committedvandalism on Hoverla in 2007: they climbed up the mountain of Hoverla, imitated sawing down the details of
the construction in the form of the small coat of arms of Ukraine by tools brought with them and painted the emblem of the Eurasian
Youth Union on the memorial symbol of the Constitution of Ukraine.[30] He was deported back to Russia when he arrived at
Simferopol International Airportin June 2007.[32]
Before war broke out between Russia and Georgia in 2008, Dugin visited South Ossetia and predicted, "Our troops will occupy the
Georgian capital Tbilisi, the entire country, and perhaps even Ukraine and the Crimean Peninsula, which is historically part of Russia,
anyway."[33] Afterwards he said Russia should "not stop at liberating South Ossetia but should move further," and "we have to do
something similar in Ukraine."[34] In 2008, Dugin stated that Russia should repeat the Georgian scenario in Ukraine, namely attack
it.[35] In September 2008, after the Russian-Georgian war, he did not hide his anger towards Putin, who "dared not drop the other
shoe" and "restore the Empire."[36]

Russian Orthodoxy and Rodnovery
Dugin was baptized at the age of six in the Russian Orthodox church of Michurinsk by his great-grandmother Elena Mikhailovna
Kargaltseva. Since 1999, he formally embraced a branch of the Old Believers, a Russian religious movement which rejected the
1652–1666 reforms of the official Russian Orthodox Church.[37] Dugin's Eurasian philosophy owes much to Traditional Integralism
and Nouvelle Droite movements, and as such it resonates with Neopaganism,[38] a category which in this context means the
movement of Slavic Native Faith (Rodnovery), especially in the forms of Anastasianism and Ynglism. Dugin's Eurasianism is often
cited as belonging to the same spectrum of these movements,[39] as well as also having influences from Hermetic, Gnostic and
Eastern traditions.[40] He himself calls to rely upon "Eastern theology and mystical currents" for the development of the Fourth
Political Theory.[41]

According to Marlene Laruelle, his adherence to the Old Believers allows him to stand between Paganism and Orthodox Christianity
without formally adopting either of them. His choice is not paradoxical, since, according to him — in the wake of René Guénon —,
Russian Orthodoxy and especially the Old Believers have preserved an esoteric and initiatory character which was utterly lost in
Western Christianity. As such, the Russian Orthodox tradition may be merged with Neopaganism and may host "Neopaganism's
[37]
nationalist force, which anchors it in the Russian soil, and separates it from the two other Christian confessions".

Esotericism, fascism, and integrative geopolitics
In the early 1990s Dugin's work at the National Bolshevik Front included research into the roots of national movements and the
activities of supporting esoteric groupsin the first half of the 20th century. Partnering Christian Bouchet,[42][43] a then-member of the
French OTO, and building on the national-fascist and migratory-integrative interest groups in Asia and Europe, they contribute in
bringing international politics closer to Russia's Eurasian geopolitical concept.

Stance on Ukraine and role in Russian politics
Aleksandr Dugin supports Putin and his foreign policies but has opposed Russian governments due to their economic policies. His
2007 quote, "There are no more opponents of Putin's course and, if there are, they are mentally ill and need to be sent off for clinical
examination. Putin is everywhere, Putin is everything, Putin is absolute, and Putin is indispensable" – was voted number two in
flattery by readers of Kommersant.[44]
In the Kremlin, Dugin represents the "war party", a division within the leadership over Ukraine.[45] Dugin is seen as an author of
Putin's initiative for the annexation of Crimea by the Russian Federation.[46] He considered the war between Russia and Ukraine to
be inevitable and appealed for Putin to start military intervention in eastern Ukraine.[46] Dugin said, "The Russian Renaissance can
only stop by Kiev."[47] During the 2014 pro-Russian conflict in Ukraine, Dugin was in regular contact with pro-Russian separatist
insurgents.[48] He described his position as "unconditionally pro-DPR and pro-LPR".[49] A Skype video call posted on YouTube
showed Dugin providing instructions to separatists of South and Eastern Ukraine as well as advising Ekaterina Gubareva, whose
husband Pavel Gubarev declared himself a local governor and after that was arrested by the Security Service of Ukraine.[29] On 31
March 2014, Oleg Bahtiyarov, a member of the Eurasia Youth Union of Russia founded by Dugin, was arrested.[29] He had trained a
group of about 200 people to seize parliament and another government building, according to the Security Service of Ukraine.[29]
Dugin also developed links with far-right and far-left political parties in the European Union, including Syriza in Greece, Ataka in
[50][51][52][53]
Bulgaria, the Freedom Party of Austria, and Front National in France, to influence EU policy on Ukraine and Russia.

Dugin stated he was disappointed in Russian President Vladimir Putin, saying that Putin did not aid the pro-Russian insurgents in
[50]
Ukraine after the Ukrainian Army's early July 2014 offensive.[48] In August 2014, Dugin called for a "genocide" of Ukrainians.

Halya Coynash of the Kharkiv Human Rights Protection Group said that the influence of Dugin's "Eurasian ideology" on events in
eastern Ukraine and on Russia's invasion of the Crimea was beyond any doubt.[54] According to Vincent Jauvert, Dugin's radical
ideology today became the basis for the internal and foreign policy of the Russian authorities.[36] So Dugin is worth listening to, in
order to understand to which fate the Kremlin is leading its country and the whole of Europe.[36] However, according to Alexander
Nevzorov, if we had had Kurginyan and Dugin instead of Putin, there would have been hell for all of us to pay, they would have
unleashed a European and World War without a shadow of a doubt, without considering consequences at all.[17] But Dugin and
Kurginyan do not have the slightest impact on what is going on in the Kremlin and do not even get coaching there.[17] In another
publication, Nevzorov said, "Beliefs are only proven by being under bullets, another prescription does not exist. I do not understand
why Milonov and Dugin are not there yet."[55]
On 10 October 2014, Dugin said, "Only after restoring the Greater Russia that is the Eurasian Union, we can become a credible
global player. Now these processes slowed down very much. The Ukrainian maidan was the response of the West to the advance of
the Russian integration."[56] He described the Euromaidan as a coup d'état carried out not by the Ukrainians but by the United States:
"America wishes to wage the war against Russia not by its own hands but by the hands of the Ukrainians. Promising to wink at up to
10 thousand victims among the peaceful population of Ukraine and actually demanding the victims, the United States led to this war.
The United States carried out the coup d'état during the maidan for the purpose of this war. The United States raised neo-Nazis

Russophobes to the power for the purpose of this war."[57] Dugin said Russia is the major driving force for the current events in
Ukraine, "Russia insists on its sovereignty, its liberty, responds to challenges thrown down to it, for example, in Ukraine. Russia is
attempting to integrate the post-Soviet space ..."[56] As Israeli political scientist Vyacheslav Likhachov states, "If one seriously takes
the fact that such a person as Alexander Dugin is the ideologist of the imperial dash for the West, then one can establish that Russia is
not going to stop as far as the Atlantic Ocean."[58]
In the 2014 article by Dmitry Bykov "Why TV, Alexander Dugin and Galina Pyshnyak crucified a boy", Channel One Russia's use of
the aired story by Dugin and Pyshnyak about the allegedly crucified boy as a pretext for escalating the conflict was compared to the
case of Beilis.[59] On 9 July 2014, Dugin on his Facebook account wrote a story that a 6 year old child was allegedly nailed down to
an advertisement board and shot to death before his father's eyes.[60] On 16 July 2014, Novaya Gazeta provided a videotape of its
correspondent Eugen Feldman walking along the main square in Sloviansk, asking local old women if they had heard of the murder
of the child. They said such an event did not take place.[60] The website Change.org hosted a petition of citizens who demanded "a
[60]
comprehensive investigation with identification for all persons involved in the fabrication of the plot."

On 2 October 2014, Dugin described the situation in Donbass: "The humanitarian crisis has long since been raging on the territory of
Novorossiya. Already up to a million, if not more, refugees are in the Russian Federation. A large part of the inhabitants of the DPR
and the LPR simply moved abroad."[61] In the end of October 2014, Dugin advised the separatists to establish dictatorship in
Novorossiya until they win in the confrontation.[62]

Rhetoric about the fifth column
The typical rhetoric about the fifth column as foreign agents is used by Dugin for political accusations in many publications. In his
2014 interview published by Vzglyad and Komsomolskaya Pravda, he says, "A huge struggle is being conducted. And, of course,
Europe has its own fifth column, its own Bolotnaya Square-minded people. And if we have them sitting idly and doing nasty things
on Dozhd, Europe is indeed dominated and ruled by the fifth column in full swing. This is the same American riffraff ..."[63][64] He
sees the United States standing behind all the scenes, including the Russian fifth column, according to his statement, "The danger of
our fifth column is not that they are strong, they are absolutely paltry, but that they are hired by the greatest 'godfather' of the modern
world—by the United States. That is why they are effective, they work, they are listened to, they get away with anything because
they have the world power standing behind them."[63][64] He sees the American embassy as the center for funding and guiding the
fifth column and asserts, "We know that the fifth column receives money and instructions from the American embassy
."[61]
According to Dugin, the fifth column promoted the breakup of the Soviet Union as a land continental construction, seized power
under Boris Yeltsin, and headed Russia as the ruling politico-economic and cultural elite until the 2000s; the fifth column is the
regime of liberal reformers of the 1990s and includes former Russian oligarchs Vladimir Gusinsky, Boris Berezovsky, former
government officials Mikhail Kasyanov, Boris Nemtsov, Vladimir Ryzhkov, artistic, cultural, and media workers,[65] the Echo of
Moscow, the Russian State University for the Humanities, the highest ranks of the National Research University Higher School of
Economics, a significant part of teachers of the Moscow State Institute of International Relations, and a minority part of teachers of
the Moscow State University.[66] Dugin proposes to deprive the fifth column of Russian citizenship and deport the group from
Russia: "I believe it is necessary to deport the fifth column and deprive them of their citizenship."[67] However, in 2007, Dugin
argued, "There are no longer opponents of Putin's policy, and if there are, they are mentally ill and should be sent to prophylactic
health examination."[68][69] In 2014, Dugin in an interview to Der Spiegel confirmed that he considers the opponents of Putin to be
mentally ill.[20]
In one of his publications, Dugin introduced the term the sixth column and defined it as "the fifth column which just pretends to be
something different",[65] those who are in favor of Putin, but demand that he stand for liberal values (as opposed to the liberal fifth
column, which is specifically against Putin). During the 2014 Russian military intervention in Ukraine, Dugin said that all the
Russian sixth column stood up staunchly for Ukrainian oligarch Rinat Akhmetov.[47] As he asserts, "We need to struggle against the
fifth and sixth columns."[56]

Russian-American artist Mihail Chemiakin says Dugin is inventing "the sixth column". "Soon, probably, there would already be the
seventh one as well. "The fifth column" is understandable. That is we, intelligentsia, lousy, dirty, who read Camus. And "the sixth
column", in his opinion, is more dangerous, because that is the personal entourage of Vladimir Putin. But he is naive and understands
nothing. And as for Dugin, he can tell him who to shoot to death and who to imprison. Maybe,
Kudrin and maybe, Medvedev ...[70] "
According to Dugin, the whole Internet should be banned: "I think that Internet as such, as a phenomenon is worth prohibiting
because it gives nobody anything good."[71] In June 2012, Dugin said in a lecture that chemistry and physics are demonic sciences,
and that all Orthodox Russians need to unite around the President of the Russian Federation in the last battle between good and evil,
following the example of Iran and North Korea.[72] He added, "If we want to liberate ourselves from the West, it is needed to liberate
ourselves from textbooks on physics and chemistry
."[72]
Dugin has characterized his position on the Ukrainian conflict as "firm opposition to the Junta and Ukrainian Nazism that are
annihilating peaceful civilians" as well as unacceptance of liberalism and American hegemony
.[49]

Loss of department headship
During the conflict in Ukraine, Dugin also lost his post as Head of the Department of Sociology of International Relations Moscow
of
State University.[48][73] In 2014, a petition entitled "We demand the dismissal of MSU Sociology Faculty Professor A. G. Dugin!"
was signed by over 10,000 people and sent to the MSU rector Viktor Sadovnichiy.[74] The petition was started after Dugin in an
interview expressed his opinion on how to deal with Ukrainians ("Kill them, kill them, kill them. There should not be any more
conversations. As a professor, I consider it so.").[75] Dugin claimed to have been fired from this post; the university claimed the offer
of a department chairmanship resulted from a technical error and that he would remain a professor under contract until September
2014.[48] Dugin wrote the statement of resignation from the faculty because it was necessary to be reappointed to the Moscow State
University, but the appointment did not happen, so as a result he is no longer a staff member of the faculty and a staff member of the
Moscow State University.[22]

Legal cases against Dugin
At the end of October 2014, Sergey Kurginyan, the leader of all-Russian movement Essence of Time, sued Dugin[76] because Dugin
called Kurginyan a traitor and accused him of destroying DPR deputy foreign minister Proselkov in the following words: "Possessed
supporters of traitor Kurginyan, who as now it turns out is working for oligarchs, Yukos and Israel, declared Sasha Proselkov "main
enemy" after he along with Gubarev did not allow denigrating Russian hero Igor Strelkov with impunity." Dugin added: "Kurginyan
[77][78]
crossed a red line: the ideological controversy is one thing, the physical destruction of Russian patriots is another one."

Sanctions
On 11 March 2015, the United States Department of the Treasury added Dugin, as well as his Eurasian Youth Union, to its list of
Russian citizens who are sanctioned as a result of their involvement in the Ukrainian crisis.[79] In June 2015, Canada added Dugin to
its list of sanctioned individuals.[80]

In fiction
He is a character of Yevraziyskoye (Something Eurasian), a poem by Dmitry Bykov.[81]

Dugin's works
Several of Dugin's books have been published by the publishing house Arktos, an English-language publisher for Traditionalist and
[82]
New Right books, which specializes in works by prominent fascists and neo-Nazis.

Konflikte der Zukunft - Die Rückkehr der Geopolitik
, Bonus (2015)
Last War of the World-Island: The Geopoliticsof Contemporary Russia, Arktos (2015)
Eurasian Mission: An Introduction to Neo-Eurasianism
, Arktos (2014)

Martin Heidegger: The Philosophy of Another Beginning
, Washington Summit (2014)
Putin vs Putin, Arktos (2014)
Political Platonism, Arktos (2018)
Noomahia: voiny uma. Tri Logosa: Apollon, Dionis, Kibela, Akademicheskii proekt (2014)
V poiskah tiomnogo Logosa, Akademicheskii proekt (2013)
The Fourth Political Theory, Arktos (2012)
Die Vierte Politische Theorie, Arktos (2013)
The United States and the New World Order(debate with Olavo de Carvalho), VIDE Editorial (2012)
Pop-kultura i znaki vremeni, Amphora (2005)
Filosofiya voiny, Yauza (2004)
Absoliutnaia rodina, Arktogeia-tsentr (1999)
Tampliery proletariata: natsional-bol'shevizmi initsiatsiia, Arktogeia (1997)
Osnovy geopolitiki: geopoliticheskoe budushchee Rossii
, Arktogeia (1997)
Metafizika blagoi vesti: Pravoslavnyi ezoterizm
, Arktogeia (1996)
Misterii Evrazii, Arktogeia (1996)
Konservativnaia revoliutsiia, Arktogeia (1994)
Conspirology (in Russian)
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Alexander Dugin bids fair to break the record.
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In recent months, as the embrace of Duginist ideas by the Putin regime has become ever more
evident, a number of articles have been written calling attention to the threat. But now, with the
appearance of “The American Empire Should Be Destroyed”: Alexander Dugin and the Perils of

3. On The New Yorker’s
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CHARLES C. W. COOKE

Immanentized Eschatology, by James Heiser, we finally have a book-length treatment. It is well
worth reading.

4. Trump Stands By
Heiser is a bishop of the Lutheran church, and, accordingly, he deals with both the political and the
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theological aspects of Dugin’s allegedly conservative but actually neopagan “Eurasianist” ideology.
The subtitle of the book may put off a number of readers, but as a plain-spoken engineer who would
cross the street to avoid terms like “immanentized eschatology,” I found the writing to be clear
enough overall, and in some places elegant.
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Heiser follows Dugin’s career, moving from his expulsion from the Moscow Aviation Institute for
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involvement in proto-Nazi mystical circles in the early 1980s, through his continued development in
association with various Thule Society–like organizations through the late Eighties, his contacts
with the anti-democratic European Nouvelle Droite, his co-founding and career with the National
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Bolshevik Party in the 1990s, and his subsequent move into the Russian political mainstream
following from his realization that he could gain far more influence as an adviser to those in power
than he ever could operating as a splinter party on his own.
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Heiser then proceeds to dissect Dugin’s political and geopolitical ideology of Eurasianism. The core
idea of this is that “liberalism” (by which Dugin means the entire Western consensus) represents an
assault on the traditional hierarchical organization of the world. Repeating the ideas of Nazi
theorists Karl Haushofer, Rudolf Hess, Carl Schmitt, and Arthur Moeller van den Bruck, Dugin says
that this liberal threat is not new, but is the ideology of the maritime-cosmopolitan power “Atlantis,”
which has conspired to subvert more conservative land-based societies since ancient times.
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Accordingly he has written books in which he has reconstructed the entire history of the world as a
continuous battle between these two factions, from Rome vs. Carthage to Russia vs. the AngloSaxon “Atlantic Order” today. If it is to win its fight against the subversive oceanic bearers of such
“racist” (because foreign imposed) ideas as human rights, Russia must unite around itself all the
continental powers, including Germany, Central and Eastern Europe, the former Soviet republics,
Turkey, Iran, and Korea, into grand Eurasian Union strong enough to defeat the West.
NEWS & EVENTS

In order to be so united “from Lisbon to Vladivostok,” this Eurasian Union will need a defining
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ideology, and for this purpose Dugin has developed a new “Fourth Political Theory” combining all
the strongest points of Communism, Nazism, Ecologism, and Traditionalism, thereby allowing it to
appeal to the adherents of all of these diverse anti-liberal creeds. He would adopt Communism’s
opposition to free enterprise. However, he would drop the Marxist commitment to technological
progress, a liberal-derived ideal, in favor of Ecologism’s demagogic appeal to stop the advance of
industry and modernity. From Traditionalism, he derives a justification for stopping free thought.
All the rest is straight out of Nazism, ranging from legal theories justifying unlimited state power and
the elimination of individual rights, to the need for populations “rooted” in the soil, to weird gnostic
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ideas about the secret origin of the Aryan race in the North Pole.
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What Russia needs, says Dugin, is a “genuine, true, radically revolutionary and consistent, fascist
fascism.” On the other hand, “Liberalism, is an absolute evil. . . . Only a global crusade against the
U.S., the West, globalization, and their political-ideological expression, liberalism, is capable of
becoming an adequate response. . . . The American empire should be destroyed.”
Heiser then provides a chilling analysis of Dugin’s theology:

It would be our contention that Dugin’s fusion of Traditionalism and Eurasianism has
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become a “gnostic mass movement” of the third type, “activist mysticism.” It is not an
exaggeration to state that Dugin’s intended goal, his telos, is the End of the World,
and that the accomplishment of that end is dependent, he believes, on the
implementation of his ideology. As Dugin has proclaimed in his recent book, The
Fourth Political Theory:
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“The end times and the eschatological meaning of politics will not realize themselves
on their own. We will wait for the end in vain. The end will never come if we wait for it,
and it will never come if we do not. . . . If the Fourth Political Practice is not able to
realize the end of times, then it would be invalid. The end of days should come, but it
will not come by itself. This is a task, it is not a certainty. It is an active metaphysics. It
is a practice.”
This desire to bring about the end of the world is not a sudden development in
Dugin’s thought. As noted in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, as early as
2001, Dugin’s intentions were being published abroad, and could be read by an
English-speaking audience. In 2001, [Stephen] Shenfield observes that Dugin’s
eschatological view is “Manichean” — which is to say, a dualistic form of Gnosticism
which views the world as a battleground of equally matched forces of good and evil,
in which spiritual forces of light contend with material forces of evil. Into this
Manichaenism, Dugin admixes Christian concepts, oft repeating the notion that the
West is the realm of “Antichrist.” As Shenfield quotes Dugin:
“The meaning of Russia is that through the Russian people will be realized the last
thought of God, the thought of the End of the World. . . . Death is the way to
immortality. Love will begin when the world ends. We must long for it, like true
Christians. . . . We are uprooting the accursed Tree of Knowledge. With it will perish
the Universe.”
Shenfield then observes: “Alexander Yanov, quoting these lines, concludes that
Dugin’s ‘real dream is of death, first of all the death of Russia.’ In his reply, Dugin
avoids dealing directly with the substance of Yanov’s critique, but observes that he
fails to appreciate the positive significance of death . . .”
It is hard to know how to react to someone who claims to want to bring about the end
of the world. When that desire is expressed with a thick Russian accent, the hearer is
all the more likely to simply dismiss the speaker as some sort of “super villain” from a
bad “action/adventure” movie. It is a claim which evokes the snicker — until one
realizes that the man who thinks that the “meaning of Russia” is “the End of the
World” is the man whose geopolitical doctrine is being implemented by the ruler of
Russia.
Heiser continues:

Dugin is quite keen on the notion that the coming age is the third, and final, age. As
Dugin wrote in “The Metaphysics of National-Bolshevism”:
“Beyond ‘rights’ and ‘lefts,’ there’s one and indivisible Revolution, in the dialectical
triad ‘third Rome — Third Reich — third International.” The realm of nationalbolshevism, Regnum, their Empire of the End, this is the perfect accomplishment of
the greatest Revolution of history, both a continental and universal one. It is the
angels’ return, heroes’ resurrection, the heart’s uprising against the reason’s
dictatorship. This last revolution is a concern of the acephal, the headless bearer of
the cross, sickle and hammer, crowned by eternal sun fylfot.”
This “Empire of the End” is marked by the “dialectical triad” which combines “Third
Rome — Third Reich — Third International.” All the expectations of historic Russian
messianic delusions, combined with the Joachimite aims of Nazism and Soviet
Bolshevism, purportedly find their highest expression in this new ideology, according
to Dugin.
#page#Finally, Heiser comments on Dugin’s worship of Chaos, and the adoption of the occult
symbol of the eight-pointed “Star of Chaos” as the emblem (and, when inscribed in gold on a black
background, the flag) of the Eurasianist movement.
“For Dugin, logos is replaced by chaos, and the very symbol of chaos magic is the symbol of Eurasia:
‘Logos has expired and we all will be buried under its ruins unless we make an appeal to chaos and
its metaphysical principles, and use them as a basis for something new.’ Dugin dressed his
discussion of logos in the language of Heidegger, but his terminology cannot be read outside of a
2,000-year-old Western, biblical tradition which associates the Logos with the Christ, and Dugin’s
invocation of chaos against logos leads to certain inevitable conclusions regarding his doctrines.”
In short, Dugin’s Eurasianism is a satanic cult.
This is the ideology behind the Putin regime’s “Eurasian Union” project. It is to this dark program,
which threatens not only the prospects for freedom in Ukraine and Russia, but the peace of the
world, that former Ukrainian president Victor Yanukovych tried to sell “his” country. It is against
this program that the courageous protesters in the Maidan took their stand and — with scandalously
little help from the West — somehow miraculously prevailed. It is on behalf of this program that the
Putin regime has created a bloodbath in eastern Ukraine, which, following Dugin, it now terms “New
Russia.” It is on behalf of this program that Dugin, with massive support from the Russian
government, has organized a fascist international of European fringe parties, and on behalf of this
program that the Quislings leading those parties are willing to betray their nations to Kremlin
domination.
Without Ukraine, Dugin’s fascist Eurasian Union project is impossible, and sooner or later Russia
itself will have join the West and become free, leaving only a few despised and doomed islands of
tyranny around the globe. But with Ukraine underfoot, the Eurasianist program can and will
proceed, and a new iron curtain will fall into place imprisoning a large fraction of humanity in the
grip of a monstrous totalitarian power that will become the arsenal of evil around the world for
decades to come. That means another cold war, trillions of dollars wasted on arms, accelerated
growth of the national-security state at home, repeated proxy conflicts costing millions of lives
abroad, and civilization itself placed at risk should a single misstep in the endless insane great-power
game precipitate the locked and loaded confrontation into a thermonuclear exchange.
Only this time, our cold-war opponents will not be secular Communists, but true believers of a
death-worshipping cult that would like to bring about the end of the world.
Every victory for their expansionist program abroad enhances the Eurasianists’ power within
Russia. As a result of the Western capitulation so far, the Duginite movement is growing
exponentially, while the forces of sanity are being cowed or crushed. If Ukraine falls, Vladimir Putin
may discover that, like the German generals who empowered Hitler, he has fostered the birth of a
monster he can no longer control.

Maybe he should read Heiser’s book too.
COMMENTS

— Robert Zubrin is president of Pioneer Energy of Lakewood, Colo., and the author of
Energy Victory. The paperback edition of his latest book, Merchants of Despair: Radical
Environmentalists, Criminal Pseudo-Scientists, and the Fatal Cult of Antihumanism, was recently
published by Encounter Books.

ROBERT ZUBRIN — Robert Zubrin is president of Pioneer Astronautics and of the Mars Society. An
updated edition of his book, The Case for Mars: The Plan to Settle the Red Planet and Why We

Must was recently published by The Free Press. @robert_zubrin
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Third Named Witness Rejects
Kavanaugh’s Accuser’s Allegations
By

CHARLES C. W. COOKE

In written testimony sent to the Senate Judiciary Committee, a
third named witness has rejected the allegations made by Judge
Kavanaugh’s accuser. Having been asked by a Senate staffer to
comment on the charges advanced against the nominee, a lawyer
for Leland Ingham Keyser wrote: Under 18 U.S.C § 1001, ... Read
More
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What Is Hillary Clinton Thinking?
By

KYLE SMITH

When Homer Simpson looks in the mirror, he sees ripped chest
muscles and arms like the trunks of beech trees. When Hillary
Clinton looks in the mirror, she sees America’s sweetheart. She
thinks: America adores me. She thinks: America already chose me
to be president once! She thinks: Everyone is comparing me ...
Read More
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Long-Time Friend of Christine Blasey
Ford Contradicts Her on Party
By

MAIREAD MCARDLE

A friend of the woman who has accused Supreme Court nominee
Brett Kavanaugh of sexual assault has denied that she was at the
party where the alleged assault occurred. The Senate Judiciary
Committee reached out to Leland Ingham Keyser, a friend
of Christine Blasey Ford. Ford claims Kavanaugh pinned her to a
... Read More
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Grassley’s Kangaroo Court
By

ANDREW C. MCCARTHY

So now it looks like next Thursday. On Judge Brett Kavanaugh’s
manifestly meritorious nomination to the Supreme Court, what
was supposed to be the vote out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee this past Thursday now appears to be sliding into a
hearing to be held next Thursday. Or, who knows, maybe a
Thursday ... Read More
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The Flawed Statistic That’s Helping
Poison the Brett Kavanaugh Debate
By

DAVID FRENCH

It happens every single time there’s a public debate about sex
crimes. Advocates for women introduce, in addition to the actual
evidence in the case, an additional bit of “data” that bolsters
each and every claim of sexual assault. You see, “studies” show
that women rarely file false rape claims. ... Read More
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All the political systems of the modern age have been the products of three distinct
ideologies: the first, and oldest, is liberal democracy; the second is Marxism; and the third is
fascism. The latter two have long since failed and passed out of the pages of history, and the
first no longer operates as an ideology, but rather as something taken for granted. The world
today finds itself on the brink of a post-political reality – one in which the values of liberalism
are so deeply embedded that the average person is not aware that there is an ideology at work
around him. As a result, liberalism is threatening to monopolise political discourse and
drown the world in a universal sameness, destroying everything that makes the various
cultures and peoples unique.
According to Alexander Dugin, what is needed to break through this morass is a fourth
ideology – one that will sift through the debris of the first three to look for elements that
might be useful, but that remains innovative and unique in itself. Dugin does not offer a
point-by-point program for this new theory, but rather outlines the parameters within which
it might develop and the issues which it must address. Dugin foresees that the Fourth
Political Theory will use the tools and concepts of modernity against itself, to bring about a
return of cultural diversity against commercialisation, as well as the traditional worldview of
all the peoples of the world – albeit within an entirely new context. Written by a scholar who
is actively influencing the direction of Russian geopolitical strategy today, The Fourth
Political Theory is an introduction to an idea that may well shape the course of the world’s
political future.
Alexander Dugin (b. 1962) is one of the best-known writers and political commentators in
post-Soviet Russia. In addition to the many books he has authored on political, philosophical
and spiritual topics, he currently serves on the staff of Moscow State University, and is the
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intellectual leader of the Eurasia Movement. For more than a decade, he has also been an
advisor to Vladimir Putin and others in the Kremlin on geopolitical matters, being a vocal
advocate of a return of Russian power to the global stage, to act as a counterweight to
American domination.
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